Methods  Systematic methods were used to identify relevant studies, assess study eligibility for inclusion and evaluate study quality. Cohort studies of adults with a primary diagnosis of lung cancer, published in peer-reviewed English language journals up to 2011, were examined. All studies reporting rates of receipt of any treatment for lung cancer according to a measure of SES were included in the review. Studies that reported odds ratios for receipt of treatment, adjusted for at least age and sex, were included in the meta-analysis. Subgroup analyses by healthcare system (universal healthcare system or insurance-based system), histology and stage were conducted.

Results From the initial 1345 studies identified, 46 studies were included in the review and 29 in the meta-analysis.

Socio-economic inequalities in receipt of lung cancer treatment were observed. Low SES was associated with a reduced likelihood of receiving any treatment (OR = 0.79, CI (0.74 to 0.84) p < 0.001), surgery (OR = 0.71 (CI 0.65 to 0.77), p < 0.001) and chemotherapy (OR = 0.81 (CI 0.73 to 0.91), p < 0.001), but not radiotherapy (OR = 0.95 (CI 0.84 to 1.07), p = 0.41), for lung cancer. The association was found in both insurance-based and universal healthcare systems and remained when stage and histology were taken into account for receipt of surgery.

Conclusion This systematic review and meta-analysis found that lung cancer patients living in more socio-economically deprived circumstances were less likely to receive any type of treatment, surgery and chemotherapy. These inequalities cannot be accounted for by socio-economic differences in stage at presentation or by type of healthcare system. Further investigation is required into the patient, clinician and system factors that may contribute to socio-economic inequalities in receipt of lung cancer care and how these inequalities may impact on survival, and also into how to reduce such inequalities.
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Background Motorised travel and associated carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions generate substantial health costs, many of which disproportionately affect socio-economically disadvantaged groups. These health costs may include contributing to rising obesity levels. Obesity has in turn been hypothesised to increase motorised travel and/or CO2 emissions, both because heavier people may use motorised travel more and because heavier people may choose larger and less fuel-efficient cars. These hypothesised associations have not been examined empirically, however, nor has previous research examined associations with other health characteristics. Recent years have, however, seen increasing research and policy attention to the potential ‘co-benefits’ of pursuing policies which simultaneously enhance public health and promote environmental sustainability. We therefore aimed to examine how and why weight status, health, and physical activity are associated with transport CO2 emissions.

Methods 3463 adults (18–91 years, 45% male) completed questionnaire in the baseline iConnect survey at three study sites in the UK, self-reporting their health, weight, height and past-week physical activity. Seven-day recall instruments were used to assess travel behaviour and, together with data on car characteristics, were used to estimate CO2 emissions. We used path analysis to examine how far active travel, motor travel and car engine size mediated associations between health characteristics and CO2 emissions.

Results CO2 emissions were higher in overweight or obese participants (multivariable standardized probit coefficients 0.16, 95% CI 0.08, 0.24 for overweight vs. normal; 0.16, 95% CI 0.04, 0.28 for obese vs. normal). Lower active travel and, particularly for obesity, larger car engine size explained 19–31% of this effect, but most of the effect was directly mediated by greater motorised travel distance. Walking for recreation and leisure-time physical activity predicted higher motorised travel distance and therefore higher CO2 emissions, while active travel predicted lower CO2 emissions. Poor health and illness did not independently predict CO2 emissions.

Conclusion Establishing the direction of causality between weight status and travel behaviour requires longitudinal data, but the engine size association suggests at least a potential causal effect of obesity on CO2 emissions. More generally, transport CO2 emissions are differently associated with different health characteristics, including associations between a health good and an environmental harm (recreational physical activity and high emissions). Thus health-environmental ‘co-benefits’ cannot be assumed. Instead, attention should also be paid to identifying and mitigating potential areas of tension, for example promoting low-carbon recreational activity.